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until koichi futatsumata’s shoe stool swings onto your 
radar, the need for a piece of furniture to facilitate the 
buffing of your brogues will, no doubt, have passed you 
by. But this elegant piece, crafted from solid steel by  
the fukuoka-based designer, not only serves as a seat 
for putting on shoes, but also as a platform for polishing 
shoes, with storage underneath for products such as 
brushes and polishes. www.futatsumata.com

it’s been a few years since momofuku’s 
David chang introduced us to hirata 
buns, steamed clouds of dough, stuffed 
with fillings such as slow roasted pork 
belly and hoisin sauce. in london, hirata  
buns, known in taiwanese as gua bao, 
have now become hands-on at flesh & 
Buns, in soho, where you can craft your 
own bun with meat, sauce and pickles. 
yum Bun, which has both a permanent 
trading post in old street and a travelling 
yum bus, serves them as a simple snack, 
while for the hunter of artisanal delights, 
there is Bao Bar, in london fields, which 
uses homemade soya milk, cured meats 
and pickles. making the buns, says  
flesh & Buns owner ross shonhan,  
is a walk in the park, so his build-your-
own formula should provide the  
perfect piece of culinary exhibitionism  
for your next casual dinner party.
www.yumbun.co.uk, www.baolondon.

com, www.fleshandbuns.com 

 sit and polish

 the bun also rises

women have a habit of appropriating items from  
a man’s wardrobe for themselves. shoemaker  
jm weston has taken note and created a line especially 
for the fairer sex. the women’s designs, which range 
from a flamboyant Derby to a gamine patent loafer,  
are teamed with slightly higher heels, nipped in waists 
and a more articulated instep. the range also includes an 
oxford with a sporty rubber sole and a seductive ankle 
boot that should secure a legion of modern female fans. 
www.jmweston.fr 

 gender lines

shoes, £420, By jm weston. 
shoe stool, ¥94,500  
($957), By koichi 
futatsumata. shoe Brush, 
€9, By la corDonnerie 
anglaise, from avel 

‘smiley’ chopsticks, £6,  
By kinto, from 95%. plates, 
€44, By julie BonDe Bülck, 
for uh la la ceramics.  
cake stanD, £110, By tom 
Dixon, from heal’s. steamer 
set, £90, from jia inc.  
all fooD By flesh & Buns
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